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GREETINGS FOR 1990 

Thanks to you, our customers, 1989 was our best year yet. As 

more and more become interested in remontant irises, our business 

grows. The upsurge in interest is also shown in almost explosive 

growth of The Reblooming Iris Society during the past three years 

soaring from a little over 200 individuals to more than 750 at this 

writing. From overseas are coming inquiries and reports on reblooming 

irises from England, France, and Holland. 

This activity has also stimulated hybridizers to direct more 

effort toward improving remontants leading to more introductions 

of wider color range, improved flower form, and more dependable 
rebloom. This, in turn, has affected our catalog offerings. Although 

we spent several years acquiring and evaluating any and all bearded 

irises which were known to rebloom, we now have reached a point 

where decisions to limit the number of cultivars offered must be 

made': 

Accordingly, you will find many of the older varieties dropped 

from our listing. We have maintained the best and most dependable 

of the older, less expensive cultivars so that those starting to 

grow or wanting to sample rebloomers may obtain a good color range 

inexpensively. For the seasoned grower of remontants, we offer 
a wide selection of many hybridizers latest works. Those varieties 

which have been in commerce for several years and have proven them

selves in various parts of the country can be rated. For the newest 
cultivars, ratings cannot yet be made. Such information is provided 

in our catalog to help you select for your garden those best adapted 

to your needs and your geographic area. 

Happy Growing! 
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RIALTO GARDENS 1990 
OUTSTANDINGLY DIFFERENT IRISES, NOT JUST IMPROVEMENTS ON OLD THEMES 

We continue to receive AIS awards for our Iris originations. 

During 1989 five cultivars from Rialto Gardens, the largest number 

honored in a single year were awarded honorable mention qualifying 
them for further awards in the future. Three TB cul ti vars, Fame, 

Pulsar, and Spiced Custard and two SDB rebloomers, Plum Wine and 

Sunstrip received the award. These and earlier awards to our origina

tions are listed following descriptions for each of our releases. 

Customers continue to write praises of -- performance for Rialto 

Gardens irises. From across the country people have praised the 

performance and beauty of the sumptuous, deep violet Satin Satan. 

There has been an outpouring of praise for Spiced Custard as exception
ally vigorous, flori ferous and of totally unique color combination 

amongst irises. Many have written to tell us of rebloom on established 

standard dwarf bearded cultivars of our origination. Some, like 

Refined have proven to be nearly everblooming, having several bursts 
of bloom during the season east of the Rockies instead of the spring/ 
fall bloom here on the West Coast. Perhaps the two cultivars for 

which rebloom has been most widely reported to date are Plum Wine 

and Thrice Blessed. 

DEVELOPMENT Of REBLOOH OR REHONTANCY IN IRISES 
Our efforts to produce remontancy in standard dwarf irises has 

spanned 19 years. In the past five years, more and more efforts 

have been devoted to incorporate rebloom into our tall bearded lines 
as well. Long years of effort have now yielded the full color range 

for standard dwarf rebloomers. We release the first yellow ground 

plicata this year, Auroralita. This past fall there were hosts 
of seedlings blooming for the first time in new colors and more 

desirable flower form. There were yellows from medium to very intense, 
deep color saturation having blue to dark violet beards. There 

were white ground plicatas with blue to deep violet edges ranging 

from very little edging to broad bands. There were many yellow 

ground plicatas, some with lavender and others with brown edges. 
Finally, peach, apricot, and light orange selfs have appeared in 

numbers, some with light blue beards. There were blues, dark violets 

with better form and some nearly white with blue beards. 

For the tall bearded irises, we are releasing our first to rebloom 

on a regular basis, Fire On Ice, a white with red beards. It has 

been tested and can rebloom as early as September in the midwest, 

a bit later here in the west. We think it will rebloom dependably 
over the southern half of the U.S. and perhaps almost as frequently 

farther North. We are also testing a deep violet of exquisite ruffled 
form and excellent branching which reblooms and another white banded 

yellow on the falls with red beards. Amongst newer seedlings are 

whites, blues, plicatas, yellow amoenas, yellow selfs and oranges. 
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THE FUTURE or REBLOOMING OR REMONTANT IRISES 
A revolution in garden irises has been quietly building for many 

years. No longer do you have to rely on irises which bloom 2 weeks 

once a year. It is now possible to plant varieties which bloom 

in the spring and then bloom again, sometimes repeatedly during 

the growing season. These are called remontant or reblooming irises. 

In recent years popularity of these irises is soaring with advent 
of new varieties, better quality and more effort by Iris breeders 

toward improving the group. 
We encourage all customers to join The Reblooming Iris Society, 

one of the fastest growing sections of the American Iris Society• 

Two issues annually of The Reblooming Iris Recorder, bulging with 

information on latest flower improvements, culture, performance 

of rebloomers around the country, awards and shows featuring remontant 

irises and much more goes to all members. To entice our customers 

to take advantage of this exciting development in garden irises 

we make the following offer. 

JOIN THE REBLOOMING IRIS SOCIETY 

With your order of $10 or more plus postage, if you include a 

separate check payable to The Reblooming Iris Society either to 

join as a new member or to extend current membership, we will send 

free Irises worth more than the cost of membership as follows. 

Join or extend a family membewship for 3 years, $12, and receive 
our 1990 SDB rebloomers, Flower Shower plus your choice of Plum 

Wine or Leprechaun's Delight. 

Join or extend a single membership for 3 years, $10, and receive 

our 1990 SDB rebloomer Flower Shower. 

Join or extend a family membership l year $5 and receive our 1988 

SDB rebloomer, Rainbow Sherbet plus your choice of Refined or Plum 

Wine. 

Join or extend a single membership l year, $4, and receive our 1988 

SDB rebloomer Rainbow Sherbet. 

JOIN THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY 
Membership in AIS entitles you to four Bulletins packed with culture, 

varietal comments, show reports, and awards annually. Membership 

also brings free to residents of Nevada and Northern California 
the Region 14 Bulletin quarterly with information on local shows, 

Region 14 local societies devoted to Iris culture, garden tours 

and many other activities. To join, make a check payable to AIS 

for $9.50 and send to: 

Marilyn Harlow 

Membership Secretary, AIS 

1073 Bird Avenue 
San Jose, CA 95125 
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TERMS or SAi 
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and prices herein are the only ones appl 

Payment Send full payment with ye 

Postage for U.S. Customers 

On all orders of l to 12 rhizomes a 

add an additional 5¢ per rhizome ir 

wishing more rapid delivery, add ano 

or special handling. 

for Canadian Customers 

Canadian customers must pay for a 

listed below but postage is as for 
permit from the Canadian Government shoL 

for Overseas Customers 
Phytosanitary Certificate 

Packing and Postage -Carton and first rh 
-Each extra TB rhiz 

-Each extra SDB rhi 

Order early to avoid disappointment. 

Orders are shipped by United Parcel 
No pick-up orders at the garden please. 

We start shipping the first week in Jul) 
only. We reccmmend that those livi1 
request shipments early in the seasf 
south request shipments toward the end 
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SPECIAL OHti 
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of either the third TB introduction 

Order any two of SDB introduction 
SDB introduction. 

For larger orders of any irises l 
ductions you may select extra ir · 

catalog except 1990 introductions 

schedule. 

For a $30 order plus postage select 
For a $40 order plus postage select 

For a $70 order plus postage select 
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TERHS or SALE 

Prices This catalog replaces all prior listings. Varieties 

and prices herein are the only ones applied to 1990 shipments. 

Payment 

Postage 

Send full payment with your order to reserve rhizomes. 

for U.S. Customers 

On all orders of l to 12 rhizomes add $2. 50. On larger orders 

add an additional 5¢ per rhizome including extras. For those 

wishing more rapid delivery, add another $2. 50 for air shipment 

or special handling. 

for Canadian Customers 

Canadian customers must pay for a phytosanitary Certificate as 

listed below but postage is as for U.S. customers. An import 
permit from the Canadian Government should be sent with your order. 

for Overseas Customers 
Phytosanitary Certificate 

Packing and Postage -Carton and first rhizome 
-Each extra TB rhizome 
-Each extra SDB rhizome 

$12.00 

7.50 
1.50 

.75 

Order early to avoid disappointment. 

Orders are shipped by United Parcel unless requested otherwise. 
No pick-up orders at the garden please. 

We start shipping the first week in July . and continue through August 
only. We recomnend that those living in more northern climates 

request shipments early in the season and those living farther 
south request shipments toward the end of the season. 

Ill 

112 

113 

SPECIAL orrrns 
Order two 1990 TB introductions and receive free your choice 

of either the third TB introduction or all three SDB introductions 

Order any two of SDB introductions and receive free the third 

SDB introduction. 

For larger orders of any irises listed except the 1990 intro

ductions you may select extra irises from any listing in the 

catalog except 1990 introductions according to the following 

schedule. 

For a $30 order plus postage select $10 free irises. 
For a $40 order plus postage select $20 free irises. 
For a $70 order plus postage select 100% extra irises. 
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1990 INTRODUCTIONS 
Tall Bearded 

FIRE ON ICE (Weiler 90) TB 36" E-L & RE From orange breeding, 

this wonderful ivory white flower with orange-red beards and heavy 

substance is borne on fine stalks of 3-4 branches and 7-10 buds 
spring and fall. Established plants begin with an early stalk 

or two, then most spring bloom comes midseason to late. Fall rebloom 

has begun September in Nebraska tests, in October here. Rebloom 

is reported for CA,NE,WA. Seedling 82-188-4: ( ( ( ( (Glittering Gold 

x Orange Crush) x (Ballerina x Orange Crush)) x ( (Cloth of Gold 

x Jan Elizabeth) x Pompano Peach)) x Walker 23-69) x ( (Royal Gold 

x White King) x Marques an Skies x ( Rippling Waters x Claudia Rene))) 

X (((Ballerina x Orange Crush) x Sexton 35-65) x Fresno Calypso) 

x (Fresno Fiesta x Fresno Calypso). $30.00 

DAFFODIL CLOUD (Weiler 90) TB 34" E-L This fine yellow amoena 

with a hint of color at base of standards has lightly ruffled 

flowers. Stalks are strong, straight, with 3-4 branches and up 
to 11 buds. For us, this vigorous plant produces repeat bloom 

a month after spring season on years following division but not 
on established clumps. No fall rebloom. Seedling 85-168-1: ((Trudy 
x Roe Dl0 greenish amoena) x Peach Sundae) X ( (White King x Tinsel 

Town) x (Minnesota Glitters x Kimberlina) x ((Marquesan Skies x 

(Rippling Waters x Claudia Rene) x (Winter Olympics x Sexton 1-66)) 

x Marmalade Skies). $30.00 

HOT PINK (Weiler 90) TB 35" E-L This very floriferous plant has 

broad petals of hot pink with undertones of orange and a big, bright 
red beard. Stalks are three-branched with 7 buds. This has stalks 

that do not all mature at once so that on a clump, the bloom season 

is very long from early to late. Always leaves lots of increase. 

We think this color will be well received and it certainly is an 

advancement both for intensity of pinkness and for prominence of 

beards. Seedling 85-160-1: Golden Galaxy X (sib to Flaming Victory 
x sib to Fame). $30.00 

SOB REBLOOHERS 

AURORALITA(Weiler 90) SDB 10" E-M & RE Finally, a yellow ground 

plicata in SDB rebloomers. This has a nice flower of light yellow 

paling to near white in the center of the falls. Very light silvery 

lavender stippling is more heavily marked on standards than falls. 

Starts blooming with first warm days in spring even beating MDB, 

continues through SDB season and then 

continuing several weeks until hard 

A very fine addition to this strain 

(Twink x Third Charm) X Muchacha. 

4 
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EXTRA CHARH(Weiler 90) SOB 11" E-L & RE This is a broad blue-violet 

with darker violet spot pattern 

violet. Much the color of the 

flowers, better form, earlier 

Rebloom reported for CA, NE, WA. 
Seedling 85-29-7: ( Third Charm x 

Charm). 

on falls. Beards are medium blue

older Third Charm but with broader 

and more abundant fall rebloom. 
Vigorous and flo.riferous. Fertile. 
Plum Plum) X (Watersmeet x Third 

$10.00 

FLOWER SHOWER (Weiler 90) SOB 11" E-L & RE This flower is a 

a broad, lightly ruffled and smooth red-violet. Not only are the 

flowers broader than most of this color, the fall bloom comes abun 

dantly and earlier than former SOB rebloomers in this class. Smother

ing the plant with bloom, the flowers in fall are just as abundant 

as for the spring. Very vigorous, floriferous and rapid of increase. 
A real shower of flowers. Fertile. Seedling 85-29-9: sib to Extra 

Charm. Rebloom reported for CA, NE, WA. $12.00 

PRIOR RIALTO GARDENS INTRODUCTIONS 
Border Bearded Spring Bloomers 

BL ACK BEARD (Weiler 89) Palest violet, near white, with shocking 

black-violet beards. Flowers are tailored. Good proportions. $15.00 
FRIZZY LIZZY (Weiler 89) A frilly, laced, and ruffled brosd flower 

of orange, Nicely flaring and with good branching. $15.00 

Tall Bearded Spring Bloomers 

BRIDAL FASHION (Weiler 86) A big, flaring, most ruffled wh.tte 

of long bloom season. Vigorous. Rare rebloom in CA. $10.00 
EXOTIC MELODY (Weiler 85) Big, blocky orchid of heavy substance 

and fine branching. Vigorous. $ 7.50 
F AHE (Weiler 86) Very smooth yellow-orange tending to repeat bloom 

early summer in CA, stretching the season. HM 89. $10.00 
FLAMING VICTORY (Weiler 83) Sensational bright yellow with flaming 

orange beards. A triumph for color combination, Very popular. 

HC 82, HM 85, AM 88. $ 5.00 
FRESNO CALYPSO (Weiler 78) A big, sparkling orange that flowers 

welleverywhere. Good branching, awards galore. EC 76, 78, HM 80, 

Garden Club Cup, Florence Italy 81, AM 82. Some rebloom reported 

in CA, WA, England. $ 3.00 
FRESNO FLASH (Weiler 83) Very broad, intensely colored orange 

with big, bushy, ark orange beards blooming late to very late. 

Sold out every year since release. Some rebloom in coastal CA. 
HM 85. $ 4.00 

FRESNO FROLIC (Weiler 80) Well branched, glittering full orange 

with tiny white spear at end of beards. Some repeat rebloom in 

CA. HM 82, AM 86. $ 3.00 
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GLORY STORY (Weiler 88) A heavily fluted dark blue with violet 
influence. Most stalks have 3-4 branches with 8-10 buds. $18.00 

GOLDEN GALAXY (Weiier 89) A shimmering, sunfast, deep yellow 

with bright orange beards: Can rebloom sporadically. $25.00 
GOLDEN VELVET (Weiler 88) Creamy white standards, deep golden 

yellow falls. Well branched sta] (<s with 8-9 flowers in sequence 

for a long bloom season. $18.00 
JOLT (Weiler 88) A brilliant, deep, fiery orange and yellow blend 

with flaming carrot red beards, this has broad, flaring petals. 

Well branched stalks with 7-8 buds start midseason. $18.00 
LEHON CUSTARD (Weiler 82) The earliest TB blooming with SDBs, 

this is a yummy lemon with exceptional vigor and increase but only 

for mild climates. Almost an everbloomer in southern California 

but not here. $ 3.00 
NAVAJO JEWEL (Weiler 84) A very different blue, lightly tinted 
turquoise. Big, well formed flowers, 3-4 branches, 8-11 buds make 

a long season. Unique color make it popular. HC 82, HM 86. Some 

fall rebloom in coastal CA. $ 5.00 
ORIENTAL KNIGHT (Weiler 84) Clean, brilliant orange with pink 

cast having big, flashy orange-red beards. Well branched. Especially 
well liked in the eastern half of the country. HC 82, HM 88. $ 5.00 

PULSAR (Weiler 87) Brilliant, deep, sunfast yellow with throbbing 

orange beards. Three branches, 7-8 buds in sequence, and rugged 

vigor. HM 89. $15.00 
SATIN SATAN (Weiler 86) A big, lustrous black violet of outstanding 

branching, bud count and flower. Earlier than most blacks and 
destined for great popularity. Outstanding reports · from across 

the country. HM BB. $12.00 
SPICED CUSTARD (Weiler 87) A completely new color break, this 

has standards blended white & creamy yellow, falls a spicy burnt 

orange with maraschino beards. Three branches, 7-8 buds, rapid 

increase. Like no other Iris. HM 89. $12.00 
STRIPED JADE (Weiler 84) Variegated foliage of ivory and white 

splashes on green leaves are unique for this variety. Flower is 

light yellow. Occasionally throws an all green fan or an all white 

one, both of which should be removed to maintain the well variegated 
form. $ 7.50 

SWAN DANCE (Weiler 

blue in cool, moist 
breeder. 

85) Huge, ruffled blue white, more definite 

areas. Vigorous and proving an outstanding 

$ 5.00 
THAT SCENTSATION (Weiler 85) Fragrant, vigorous and well formed 

light blue with show stalks. Rampant grower. $ 7.50 
THICK AND CREAMY (Weiler 78) Ruffled, creamy white with primrose 

styles and beards, 4-5 branches, 11 buds. Makes instant clumps 

and is very early. HM BO, Coppa Piaggio in Florence, Italy 81, 

AM 83. Some rebloom in southern coastal CA and WA. $ 3.00 
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In the rest of the catalog are list~ 

We can vouch for their performance only 

valley of northern California where grow 
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states we have rated each cultivar with~ 
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sometimes rebloom fails to develop. 

No asterisk indicates either cultivars 

enough to rate or that the variety 

in this climate. 
To assist our customers from outside 
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of Reblooming Irises, available from 
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CULTURE or REBLOOH 

Like any other garden plant, best pe 

results from good culture. Give you1 
less than five hours of sun per day 

They also thrive in well-drained soi 

Best rebloom is obtained when the rhiz 

has not been used for growing irises duj 
Plants should be divided during summe1 

where growing season is short and more 

with long summers. Once established, 

usually a complete fertilizer at half 

lawns at the beginning of spring growth 

tion immediately after spring flower 

replanting is done, it is a good prac 

according to directions on the package i 

and care of remontants can be handle , 

bearded irises if only spring bloom is 

later in the season. For best rebloo 

water and fertilizer may be required. 
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) A heavily fluted dark blue with violet 
~ave 3-4 branches with 8-10 buds. $18.00 

89) A shimmering, sun fast, deep yellow 

s: Can rebloom sporadically. $25.00 
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stalks with 8-9 flowers in sequence 
$18.00 

Lliant, deep, fiery orange and yellow blend 

d beards, this has broad, flaring petals. 
a 7-8 buds start midseason. $18.00 

82) The earliest TB blooming with SDBs, 

with exceptional vigor and increase but only 

ost an everbloomer in southern California 

$ 3.00 
84) A very different blue, lightly tinted 

armed flowers, 3-4 branches, 8-11 buds make 

color make it popular. HC 82, HM 86. Some 
CA. $ 5.00 
ler 84) Clean, brilliant orange with pink 
orange-red beards. Well branched. Especially 

half of the country. HC 82, HM 88. $ 5.00 
.lliant, deep, sun fast yellow with throbbing 

branches, 7-8 buds in sequence, and rugged 

$15.00 
' ) A big, lustrous black violet of outstanding 
md flower. 

ularity. 

Earlier than most blacks and 

Outstanding reports from across 

$12.00 
er 87) A completely new color break, this 

hite & creamy yellow, falls a spicy burnt 

beards. Three branches, 7-8 buds, rapid 
Iris. HM 89. $12.00 
84) Variegated foliage of ivory and white 

es are unique for this variety. Flower is 

lly throws an all green fan or an all white 

d be removed to maintain the well variegated 

$ 1.50 
Huge, ruffled blue white, more definite 

reas. Vigorous and proving an outstanding 

$ 5.00 
Her 85) Fragrant, vigorous and well formed 

lks. Rampant grower. $ 7.50 
,

1

iler 78) Ruffled, creamy white with primrose 

branches, 11 buds. Makes instant clumps 

IM 80, Coppa Piaggio in Florence, Italy Bl, 

southern coastal CA and WA. $ 3.00 

6 

ABOUT REBLOOMING IRISES 

In the rest of the catalog are lists of irises bred to rebloom. 

We can vouch for their performance only in this climate, an interior 

valley of northern California where growing season is long and winters 

have only a few weeks of occasional light frost. For dependability 
of rebloom in such a climate and probably applicable to sun belt 

states we have rated each cultivar with asterisks. 

*** indicates regular spring, fall and usually other blooms between. 

** 
* 

indicates regular spring and fall bloom only. 
indicates spring bloom and sporadic rebloom summer or fall but 

sometimes rebloom fails to develop. 
No asterisk indicates either cultivars that are not yet grown long 

enough to rate or that the variety is not a dependable rebloomer 

in this climate. 
To assist our customers from outside California in selecting Iris 

cultivars that may rebloom, we have gleaned data from the Checklist 

of Reblooming Irises, available from The REblooming Iris Society 
and added information sent by you, our customers, so that we quote 

for each variety the state, province or other country where rebloom 

has been reported following each cultivar. With our customers help 

we may eventually be able to predict which USDA hardiness zone each 

variety may be adapted for rebloom. If you have data indicating 
rebloom for an area not listed for any cultivar, won't you help 

by sending the information to us? The more complete our records, 

the better we can serve reblooming Iris growers. 

CULTURE or REBLOOMING IRISES 

Like any other garden plant, best performance of remontant irises 

results from good culture. Give your plants a location with no 
less than five hours of sun per day during the growing season. 

They also thrive in well-drained soil w~ere water cannot stand. 

Best rebloom is obtained when the rhizomes are planted in soil that 

has not been used for growing irises during 2 or 3 preceeding years. 
Plants should be divided during summer every three or four years 

where growing season is short and more frequently in sun belt states 

with long summers. Once established, irises respond to feeding, 

usually a complete fertilizer at half the strength recommended for 

lawns at the beginning of spring growth and then, a similar applica
tion immediately after spring flowering. In addition, whenever 

replanting is done, it is a good practice to dig in superphosphate 

according to directions on the package as soil is prepared. Planting 

and care of remontants can be handled just like culture of other 

bearded irises if only spring bloom is wanted with occasional rebloom 

later in the season. For best rebloom performance, a little more 

water and fertilizer may be required. 
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HOB 
Miniature Dwarf Bearded, Less Than 8" Tall, First to Bloom 

** Ditto (Hager 82) A 6", perky red-plum-violet amoena that is 
very prolific and dependable spring and fall for bloom. (( (Rick
shaw x Lilli-var) x Bongo) x (Russet Dot x sdlg)) X (Joybringer 
x Ornament). CA,IL,KY,MA,NE,OH,SC,TN,VA,WI $ 2.00 

* Footlights (Hager 80) A clean, lemon yellow self including beards. 
Some fall bloom in occasional years. (Prodigy x ((Red Lilli 
x Pogo) x Regards)) X ((((Evening Storm x pumila H501) x (Sulina 
x Melodrama)) x ((Nest Egg x Progenitor) x (Brassie x Brownie))) 
x ((Regards x Cherry Garden) x ((Scale Model x Brownett))) 
CA,UT. $ 2.00 

Grapelet (Aitken 89) A grape-violet self reported to give late 
fall rebloom in WA. (Clay's Caper x Dixie Pixie). $ 7.50 

Velvet Toy (Dunbar/Sindt 72) A dark violet with white spray 
spreading from white beards. A very pretty little plant. No 
rebloom here. Welch H503:(Sulina x Cook 1546) x I. aphylla 
dark violet. CA,MI,MN. $ 3.00 

SOB 
Standard Dwarf Bearded, 8-15" Tall, Slightly Later Than MDB 

Azure Gem (Hamblen 82) A ruffled light blue with medium violet 
beards. Can rebloom in mild climates. ( (Sunny Heart x Blue 
Canary sib) x Canary Isle) X Sapphire Jewel. CA. $ 3.00 

*** Baby Blessed (Zurbrigg 79) Floriferous light yellow that is 
most dependable everywhere for rebloom. (Baby Snowflake x Twice 
Blessed). AL,CA,CO,IL,KS,KY,MD,NE,NY,OH,SC,TN,TX,UT,VA,WA,WI. 

$ 2.00 
Baby Cakes (Byers 89) Creamy white standards, falls gold overlaid 
brown. Baby Blessed X Ditto. CA. $ 7.50 

** Baby Tears (Weiler 80) Light yellow near amoena. (Blue Canary 
X (Brighteyes x Grace Note)) HM 82. AL,CA,IL,IN,KS,KY,MS,NE, 
OH,SC,TN,TX,VA,WI. $ 2.00 

*** Blitz (Weiler 88) A nice, deep yellow with velvety falls. ((Ruby 
Contrast x Little Blackfoot) x (Brighteyes x Grace Note)) x 
Bronze Babe) x (Cartwheel x (Brighteyes x Grace Note)) x Pink 
Amber) X ((Yellow Wave x (Brighteyes x Grace Note)) x (Cartwheel 
x (Brighteyes x Grace Note) x Chariots) x (Brighteyes x Grace 
Note) x Gingerbread Man) x Stockholm)). AZ,CA,NE,WA $ 5.00 

** Bright Moment (Hager 82) Clean white flowers with bright blue 
violet spots on falls. Late fall bloom. (Plum Spot x (Joy
bringer x Ornament). AL,CA,MS,TX. $ 2.00 

* Cry Baby (J. Ritchie 84) Light blue with olive hafts and dark 
blue-violet beards. Repeats here, fall blooms elsewhere. 
(Baby Snowflake x Pale Suede) X Dainty Toddler. XA,UT,WA. $ 2.00 

** Dark Crystal (Byers 88) Dark violet of fine form. Vigorous 
and rapid of increase. Third World X Jewel Baby. CA,WA. $ 5.00 
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** Fine Print (Keppel 68) White plicat 
Rather late fall rebloom. ( Preamb: 

Frankincense ( Byers 89) A var iegata 
with center of falls maroon. (Small [ 

** Gray Poupon (Byers 89) Mustard gol j 
in October. (Third World X Jewel Baby 

** Jewel Baby (E. Hall 84) Fine, broad 
(Sapphire Jewel X Baby Blessed. CA,KY 

** leprechaun's Delight (Weiler 87) A 
of creamy yellow with bright yellt 
and bushy blue beards. (Thrice H 

IN,NE,WA,WI,B.C. 
** little Bishop (Weiler 84) Broad bis~ 

beards. (Ruby Contrast X Little Blac 
** little Showoff (E. Hall 89) Excitin~ 

rounded petals, dome::! standards and 
(Sapphire Jewel X Baby Blessed). CA,O 

Marita (Zurbrigg 89) A broad white 
of texture veins on falls of yellow 
H503) VA 

** Hini busy (Weiler 89) A pretty ivo 
of dark violet. The first of our reb 
(Twink x Third Charm) X Muchacha. CA 

*** Plum Wine (Weiler 86) , A s.itiny plum 
smoothness. Vigorous , rapid incre 
bloom. Dur most popular SDB around 
X Plum Plum). HM 88, 89. AZ,CA,NE,OH 

** Quietly (Weiler 87) Medium blue-vi< 
falls bordered color of standards. 
CA. 

*** Rainbow Sherbet (Weiler 88) Unique co 
& soft apricot falls and light blue 
Nothing else like it. ( ( ( Ruby c , 
x (Blue Canary x (Brighteyes x Grace 
X Melon Honey x ( (Bloodspot x (B 
Satin Luster)). CA,WA. 

** Refined (Weiler 87) Smoother, more 
in a yellow amoena than Baby Tears 
Rockies indicate multiple bloom sea 
x (Brighteyes x Grace Note)) X Satin 
B.C. 

** Smell The Roses ( Byers 88) A medi 
violet hafts. Outstanding fragr 
(Third Charm X Baby Blessed). CA,NE,W 

Sun Doll (B. Jones 86) Light yellow 
very late only some falls. (Tortuga 
OR,TX,WA. 

* 
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HDB 
ded, Less Than B" Tall, First to Bloom 

6", perky red-plum-violet amoena that is 
pendable spring and fall for bloom. (((Rick
Bongo) x (Russet Dot x sdlg)) X (Joybringer 

,MA,NE,DH,SC,TN,VA,WI $ 2.00 
A clean, lemon yellow self including beards. 
occasional years. (Prodigy x ( (Red Lilli 

X ( ( ( (Evening Storm x pumila H501) x ( Sulina 
st Egg x Progenitor) x (Brassie x Brownie))) 
ry Garden) x ((Scale Model x Brownett))) 

$ 2.00 
A grape-violet self reported to give late 

(Clay's Caper x Dixie Pixie). $ 7.50 
iindt 72) A dark violet with white spray 
e beards. A very pretty little plant. No 

H503: (Sulina x Cook 1546) x I. aphylla 
N. $ 3.00 

SDB 
ed, 8-15" Tall, Slightly Later Than MOB 
2) A ruffled light blue with medium violet 
m in mild climates. ( (Sunny Heart x Blue 

Isle) X Sapphire Jewel. CA. $ 3.00 
·gg 79) Floriferous light yellow that is 
rywhere for rebloom. (Baby Snowflake x Twice 
CD,IL,KS,KY,MD,NE,NY,DH,SC,TN,TX,UT,VA,WA,Wl. 

$ 2.00 
Creamy white standards, falls gold overlaid 

X Ditto. CA. $ 7.50 
O) Light yellow near amoena. (Blue Canary 
race Note)) HM 82. AL,CA,IL,IN,KS,KY,MS,NE, 

$ 2.00 
nice, deep yellow with velvety falls. ( (Ruby 

Blackfoot) x ( Brighteyes x Grace Note)) x 
·twheel x (Brighteyes x Grace Note)) x Pink 
ave x (Brighteyes x Grace Note)) x (Cartwheel 
ce Note) x Chariots) x (Brighteyes x Grace 

Man) x Stockholm)). AZ,CA,NE,WA $ 5.00 
• 82) Clean white flowers with bright blue 
ls. Late fall bloom. (Plum Spot x (Joy-

f 
AL,CA,MS, TX. $ 2.00 

84) Light blue with olive hafts and dark 
Repeats here, fall blooms elsewhere. 

e Suede) X Dainty Toddler. XA,UT,WA. $ 2.00 
BB) Dark violet of fine form. Vigorous 

e, Third World X Jewel Baby. CA,WA. $ 5.00 
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** Fine Print (Keppel 68) White plicata edged pale lavender-blue. 
Rather late fall rebloom. (Preamble X Knotty Pine). CA, TX,VA. 

$ 2.00 
Frankincense (Byers 89) A variegate of gold standards and falls 

with center of falls maroon. (Small Flash X Ditto) CA. $ 7.50 
** Gray Poupon (Byers 89) Mustard gold self which rebloom for us 

in October. (Third World X Jewel Baby). CA. $ 7.50 
** Jewel Baby (E. Hall 84) Fine, broad, dark violet. Never misses. 

(Sapphire Jewel X Baby Blessed. CA,KY,MD,DH,TX,VA,WA. $ 3.00 
** Leprechaoo's Delight (Weiler 87) A beautifully formed flower 

of creamy yellow with bright yellow spot pattern on the fall 
and bushy blue beards. (Thrice Blessed X Stitch Witch) CA, 
IN,NE,WA,WI,B.C. $ 4.00 

** Little Bishop (Weiler 84) Broad bishop's purple with showy blue 
beards. (Ruby Contrast X Little Blackfoot). CA,IN,NE,TX. $ 3.00 

** Little ShCMOff (E. Hall 89) Exciting palest ice blue of broad, 
rounded petals, domoo standards and contrasting dark blue beards. 
(Sapphire Jewel X Baby Blessed). CA,OH. $ 7.50 

Marita (Zurbrigg 89) A broad white flower with a spray pattern 
of texture veins on falls of yellow-green ( Immortality X Welch 
H503) VA $15.00 

** Hini busy (Weiler 89) A pretty ivory white with bright edging 
of dark violet. The first of our rebloomers 
(Twink x Third Charm) X Muchacha. CA,WA. 

*** Plun Wine (Weiler 86) . A ssitiny plum red to 

with plicata pattern. 
$10.00 

violet of outstanding 
smoothness. Vigorous, rapid increase and abundant early fall 
bloom. Our most popular SOB around the country. (Little Bishop 
X Plum Plum). HM BB, 89. AZ,CA,NE,OH,OK,SC,TX,VA,WA,WI. $ 3.00 

** Quietly (Weiler 87) Medium blue-violet standards, dark violet 
falls bordered color of standards. ( Third World X Third Charm). 
CA. $ 2.00 

*** Rainbow Sherbet (Weiler 88) Unique color of light yellow standards 
& soft apricot falls and light blueberry beards fading to white. 
Nothing else like it. (((Ruby contrast x Little Blackfoot) 
x (Blue Canary x (Brighteyes x Grace Note))) x Dancing Damsel) 

X Melon Honey x ((Bloodspot x (Brighteyes x Grace Note)) x 
Satin Luster)). CA,WA. $ 5.00 

** Refined (Weiler 87) Smoother, more contrast and broader petal 
in a yellow amoena than Baby Tears. Reports from east of the 
Rockies indicate multiple bloom seasons each year. (Bloodspot 
x (Brighteyes x Grace Note)) X Satin Lustre. CA,IL,MD,NE,OH,WI, 
B.C. $ 4.00 

** Smell The Roses (Byers 88) A medium violet-blue with darker 
violet hafts. Outstanding fragrance and vigorous plants. 
(Third Charm X Baby Blessed). CA,NE,WA. $ 5.00 

Sun Doll (B. Jones 86) Light yellow self of good form reblooming 

very late only some falls. (Tortuga X Queen's Pawn). CA,KS,OK, 
OR,TX,WA. $ 3.00 

* 
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*** Sunstrip (Weiler 86) Bright yellow standards, burgundy falls 
edged yellow. Fire One X ((Ruby Contrast x Little Blackfoot) 
x ((Brighteyes x Grace Note) x Bronze Babe) x Cartwheel x (Bright
eyes x Grace Note)). HM 89. CA,OK,TX,UT,VA,WA,B.C. $ 3.00 

*** Third Charm (Weiler 82) Medium blue-violet with darker spots 
at beards. (Brighteyes x Grace Note) X (Yellow Wave x Duplex). 
HM 86. CA,IN,OH,OR,NE,TX,VA. $ 2.00 

*** Third World (Weiler 82) Dark red-violet bitone with bright neon 
bluebeards. Sparse fall bloom. (Gingerbread Man x (Brighteyes 
x Grace Note) X ( Bloodspot x ( Br ighteyes x Grace Note)). HM 
87. CA,MO,OR,UT,B.C.,England. $ 2.00 

*** Thrice Blessed (Weiler 82) Brilliant, full yellow with blue-white 
beards. (Brighteyes x Grace Note) X (Baby Snowflake x Gingerbread 
Man). HM 84, AM 87. AZ,CA,CO,IN,MA,NE,OH,OK,TN,TX,WA, and 
England. $ 2.00 

** Twice Blessed (D. Dennis 66) Light, clean yellow with white-tipped 
beard. Very dependable. ( Clear Sailing X I. pumila Schlect). 
AR,CA,CO,OH,OR,TX,VA. $ 2.00 

Twinkle Twinkle (Byers 89) White with outpouring of chartreuse 
down the falls. (Baby Blessed X Ditto). CA $ 7.50 

*** Will~ist (Weiler 83) Beautiful cream with a definite green 
glint and prominent, bright blue beards. One of the greenest 
and although .fall bloom is not abundant, rebloom is reported 
from across the US. AL,AZ,CA,IN,NE,OR,VA,VT,WA, and England. 

$ 2.00 

IB 
Intermediate Bearded, 16-27" Tall, Bloom Follows SOB 

Intermediate bearded ( IB) irises fill the gap in spring bloom season 
between the time SDB finish and tall bearded irises begin. The 
following cultivars also rebloom in the fall. For breeding work, 
many have limited fertility and pollen may not function. 

** Bella Rose (Wright 72) A pinkish lavender plicata on light cream 
background, this is one of the very few remontant plicatas. 
(Autumn Twilight x Juliet) X (Luvois x Golden Eagle). CA $ 2.00 

** Blessed Again (F. Jones 76) A yellow and white blend with standards 
deeper than falls. Very dependable. 
Fantasy. CA,IL,IN,NE,NJ,OH,OK,TX,VA,WI. 

Twice Blessed X Summer 
$ 2.00 

** Bonus (Dennis 71) Flowers are cream with tan stippling on petal 
edges and a white spot in center of the falls. CA,OH,TX. $ 2.00 

** Cherry Supreme (Zurbrigg 77) Red violet self including the beard. 
Sometimes reblooms midsummer 
and should be more popular. 
CA,IA,MD,VA,WI. 

as well as fall. Very pretty 
(Cherry Garden X Violet Supreme). 

$ 2.00 
** Eleanor Roosevelt (Sass 33) Classic 

a bit narrow but always dependable. 
CA,TN,TX. 

old favorite red violet, 
Amas x (I. pumila x _) 

$ 2.00 
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) Bright yellow standards, burgundy falls ' 
! One X ((Ruby Contrast X Little Blackfoot ) 

' QUANTITY CULTIVAR PRICE 
ce Note) x Bronze Babe) x Cartwheel x (Bright- l 

HM 89. CA,OK,TX,UT,VA,WA,B.C. $ 3.00 
82) Medium blue-violet with darker spots 

eyes x Grace Note) X ( Yellow Wave x Duplex). 
:::, TX, VA. $ 2.00 
82) Dark red-violet bitone with bright neon 
fall bloom. (Gingerbread Man X (Brighteyes 

Bloodspot X (Brighteyes X Grace Note)). HM 
,England. $ 2.00 i •r 82) Brilliant, full yellow with blue-white 
x Grace Note) X (Baby Snowflake x Gingerbread 

M 87. AZ,CA,CO,IN,MA,NE,OH,OK,TN,TX,WA, and 
$ 2.00 

nnis 66) Light, clean yellow with white-tipped 
(Clear Sailing I. pumila Schlect). I able. X 

' • $ 2.00 
rs 89) White with outpouring of chartreuse ' 

Dy Blessed X Ditto). CA $ 7.50 
83) Beautiful cream with a definite green ' 

bright blue beards. One of the greenest 
loom is not abundant, rebloom is reported . AL,AZ,CA,IN,NE,OR,VA,VT,WA, and England. 

$ 2.00 

1B 
rded, 16-27" Tall, Bloom Follows SOB 

irises fill the gap in spring bloom season 
Lnish and tall bearded irises begin. The 

rebloom in the fall. For breeding work, 
,y and pollen may not function. 

2) A pinkish lavender plicata on light cream 
one of the very few remontant plicatas. 

liet) X (Luvois x Golden Eagle). CA $ 2.00 
,s 76) A yellow and white blend with standards 

< Very dependable. Twice Blessed X Summer • NJ,OH,OK,TX,VA,WI. $ 2.00 
owers are cream with tan stippling on petal 
tin center of the falls. CA,OH,TX. $ 2.00 

!i.gg 77) Red violet self including the beard. 
midsummer as well as fall. Very pretty 
popular. (Cherry Garden X Violet Supreme). 

$ 2.00 
ass 33) Classic old favorite red violet, 
ways dependable. Amas X ( I. pumila X ) CARRY SUBTOTAL FORWARD TO OTHER SIDE -

$ 2.00 
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RIALTO GARDENS 
John Weiler 
1146 W. Rialto 
Fresno, CA 93705 

Ship To: 

Naae 

Street 

City 

QUANTITY 

SUBTOTAL CARRIED 

Date Ordered 

Ship When? 

State 

CUL TIVAR 

FORWARD FRO" OTHER SIDE 

COLLECTION, TB REBLOO"ERS 

COLLECTION, SOB REBLOO"ERS 

SHIPPING & HANDLING 

CA RESIDENTS ADD 6!~ SALES TAX 

TOTAL INCLUDED (check or money order) 

ORDER BLANK 

r 
I 

Zip 

PRICE 

l 

2.50 

* Honey Glazed (Niswonger 83) Cream-w~ 
falls. Fall bloom is quite late her 
X Turtle Dove. CA,NM,MO,OK,TN,TX,VA. 

** I Bless (Zurbrigg 84) Ivory to cream 
in the center of the flower. Rebl 
well as fall. (I Do X Baby Blessed). 

Like A Charm (Byers 89) Mostly yellow 
ards and upper part of falls. Blu 
Limited stock and untested for rebl 
Blessed X (Actress x Sky Hooks). CA. 

Sixteen Candles (Byers 89) A medit 
best IB in Region 14 fall show 198 

Charm X (Hallowed Thought x Glistenin~ 
* Swizzle ( Hager 72) A creamy yellow 

cinnamon brown. Very nice and us 
Tiffany. CA, TX. 

** Tawny (Pray 74) Tan blended with 
olive at hafts. Abundant fall rebl 
Flame). AZ,CA,NE,OH,SC,TX,VA. 

BB 
Border Bearded, 16-27" Tall, 

Border bearded irises are smaller editi 
and bloom at the same time. Since these 
from TB breeding, most are fertile. 
the border and in arrangements where t 
too large. 

*** Born Again (B. Miller 78) A dependa 
burgundy bitone. 
grow too tall. 
stalks as well. 

** Candyland (Byers 

The flower is a 
Heavy bloom spring 

(Rainbow Promised X ( 
88) Peachy pink am 

Flowers are in good proportion wi 
are well branched. Face Powder X Marmt 

** Double Up (Hager 84) Standards ligh 
edged deep violet. Pretty and dep 
X Thundercloud) CA,IN,NE. 

** Little Susie (Quadros 70) Pretty pink 
here although too late with fall b] 
north of sun belt. (( (Pin UP Girl x 
x (Casamorena x Golden Russet))) X Mai 

* Marmalade Skies (Niswonger 78) Pu1 
and smooth orange falls. Good flc 
( Java Dove x ( ( Happy Birthday x 0 
C)) X Sunset Snows. CA,NE,NY,WA,WI. 

** Hiss Scarlett (Moores 80) Outstar 
with satin finish. (Red Polish X Burnt 
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ORDER BLANK 
* Honey Glazed ( Niswonger 83) Cream-white 

falls. Fall bloom is quite late here. 
X Turtle Dove. CA,NM,MO,DK,TN,TX,VA. 

standards, honey amber 

( Beau x Celestial Doll) 
$ 3.00 

** I Bless (Zurbrigg 84) Ivory to cream deepening to primrose yellow 
Date Ordered in the center of the flower. Rebloom may come mid-summer as 

well as fall. (I Do X Baby Blessed). CA,NE,OH,TX,VA. $ 4.00 
Ship When? Like A Charm (Byers 89) Mostly yellow with darker color on stand-

State Zip 

::UL TIVAR PRICE 

RWARD fROM OTHER SIDE 

ms 

2.50 

ALES TAX 

or money order) 

' 

ards and upper part of falls. Blue horns at ends of beards. 

Limited stock and untested for rebloom in this garden. Thrice 

Blessed X (Actress x Sky Hooks). CA. $15.00 
Sixteen Candles (Byers 89) A medium yellow amoena which won 

best IB in Region 14 fall show 1989. Nicely branched. Third 

Charm X (Hallowed Thought x Glistening Icicle). CA. $15.00 
* Swizzle (Hager 72) A creamy yellow flower stippled and edged 

cinnamon brown. Very nice and usually reblooms. Tan Sun X 
Tiffany. CA,TX. $ 2.00 

** Tawny (Pray 74) Tan blended with blue and grey touched with 
olive at hafts. Abundant fall rebloom. (Brighteyes X Winter 
Flame). AZ,CA,NE,OH,SC,TX,VA. $ 2.00 

BB 
Border Bearded, 16-27" Tall, Bloom With TB 

Border bearded irises are smaller editions of tall bearded irises 

and bloom at the same time. Since these usually have been selected 

from TB breeding, most are fertile. They are good for front of 

the border and in arrangements where their larger counterparts are 
too large. 

*** Born Again (B. Miller 78) A dependable, well proportioned dark 

** 

burgundy bitone. The flower is a bit hafty. Will sometimes 

grow too tall. Heavy bloom spring and fall with some summer 
stalks as well. (Rainbow Promised X Cayenne Capers) CA,WA. $ 2.00 

Candyland (Byers 88) Peachy pink amoena with tangerine beards. 

Flowers are in good proportion with stem height and stalks 

are well branched. Face Powder X Marmalade Skies. CA,WA. $20.00 
** Double Up (Hager 84) Standards light lavender-blue, falls white 

edged deep violet. Pretty and dependable. (Fall Fulfillment 
X Thundercloud) CA,IN,NE. $ 4.00 

** little Susie (Quadros 70) Pretty pink amoena and quite dependable 

here although too late with fall bloom for most of the country 
north of sun belt. (( ( Pin UP Girl x Baby's Bonnet) x May Hall)) 

x (Casamorena x Golden Russet))) X Mary Randall. CA,TX,VA. $ 3.00 
* Marmalade Skies (Niswonger 78) Purest peachy pink standards 

and smooth orange falls. Good flowers. Winter blooms here. 

(Java Dove x ((Happy Birthday x Glittering Amber) x Marilyn 

C)) X Sunset Snows. CA,NE,NY,WA,WI. $ 2.00 
** Hiss Scarlett (Moores 80) Outstanding smooth dark burgundy 

with satin finish. (Red Polish X Burnt Offering) CA,NE,DH,TX,VA,WA 
$ 3.00 
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** Peach Reprise (Moores 83) Peach pink with amber shoulders and 

coral red beards. Nice stalks. (Dante's Inferno sib X Summ~r 
Luxury) CA,TX. $ 4.00 

*** Petkin (Zurbrigg 69) A fine violet on white plicata which is 

well proportioned and never grows out of class. Completely 
overlooked and should be more popular. Spring, summer and 

fall bloom. (Northern Spy X Double Majesty) CA,NE,TX,VA. $ 3.00 
***Ultra - Echo (L. Rich 72) Medium blue standards, medium violet 

falls. When growing happily it reblooms any time of the year. 

Perhaps the best proportioned of this group. (Fair Enough 
x July Beauty) X Whole Cloth. CA,NE,VA.B.C. $ 3.00 

P1TB 
Miniature Tall Bearded, Bloom With TB and are Much Smaller 

16-25" Tall 

*** Lady Enna (F. Jones 86) A small, medium yellow with thin stalks 

good branching which may rebloom several times each season 
for us. Twice Blessed X Autumn Orangelite. CA,NE,NJ,VA $ 3.00 

TB 
Tall Bearded, 28" or More Tall, Latest to Bloom 

** Ahead of Times (Henkelman 70) Narrow, medium apricot self. 
Dependable. CA,TX,VA $ 3.00 

** Amanda Erin (Zurbrigg 85) Broad petals of smooth apricot-orange 

*** 

*** 

with darker beards. CA,VA $10.00 
Arizona Warrior (Shepard 89) A dark maroon with 
tones, · this has gold hafts and a lavender blaze 
of beards. Rebl~om untested in this climate. AZ 

rusty brown 

at the tip 
$20.00 

AutUN'l Apricot (Thimsen 88) A big apricot flower on well branched 

stalks, this blooms spring, fall, and sometimes summer as well. 

Limited stock. CA,OR,VA $20.00 
Autunn Bugler (F. Jones 86) A dark violet self that blooms regular-

ly spring and fall and usually reblooms mid summer too. Has 

a few haft marks but stalks and bud count are excellent. CA, 
NE,NJ,VA,WA $12.00 

** AutUNl Echo (J. Gibson 75) Yellow ground plicata edged red-brown. 

Dependable. CA,TX $ 3.00 
*** AutUN'l Encore (K. Mohr 77) White edged bright purple. Outstanding 

stalks spring, summer and fall. CA,CO,KY ,MD, TX, VA,B.C., Holland. 
$ 3.00 

* Avalon Bay (Hamner 74) A large, ruffled, broad mid-blue of excel-

lent quality. Late rebloom and skips some years.CA,TX $ 3.00 
** Belui Cloud (Jensen 88) Near white standards with slight flush 

of violet toward midrib, rosy medium violet falls with a few 

haft ·marks. Good stalks and bud count and very dependable 

here for spring and fall bloom. Tends to overbloom leaving 

few increase. CA,IL,NE $20.00 
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*** Belui Queen ( Jensen 76) A rather nar: 

cream, bordered with cinnamon speckle: 
rebloomer and often gives midsummer 

one of the most dependable rebloom, 

but of old fashioned flower form. 

Holland 

** Best Bet ( Schreiners 88) A gorgeou• 

light ruffle and personality. Stan 

a deep blue with violet influence. 

two successive falls and this year, 

as well. Limited stock. CA,NE,OK,OR, 

* Bethany Claire (Zurbrigg 85) Mid-bl 

good bud count. Flowers are a b' 

. miss some years and comes very late he 

** Billionaire (Byers 87) A bright yellow 

this is dependable spring and fall. 

for all sun belt and west coast ! 

farther north as well. CA,TX,VA 

*** Blazing Sunrise ( Black 85) Nearly w! 
tint of rose on first opening, fall 

undertones. Good flowers with stalk 

For us, it took a couple years to 

and now produces flowers per iodicall 
CA,OK 

* Breakers ( Schreiners 86) A sporadic 

here which misses some years and I 

other years, this is a top qualit 

broad petals, ruffles, fine form a1 

stalks. AZ,CA,CO,OR,WA 
** Brother Carl (Zurbrigg 83) A warm whit 

Fairly early fall bloom. AR,AZ,CA,OR,U 
Buckwheat (Byers 89) Described as er 

standards with ecru influence and ye 

ecru tones and brown lines at haft 

and bud count. Rebloom untested here. 

** Burnt Offering (Moores 75) Dark maroon 
CA,TX 

** Cayenne Capers ( J. Gibson 59) An a 

This is a dark ember red plicata 
fall but never misses here. AL 

Holland. 

* Cease Fire (Roberts 80) A cold whi 

petals. Late rebloom and misses some 

** Champagne Elegance (Niswonger 87) 

pink falls, both with lots of ruffle 

and fall. CA,MO,NE 

* Cloud Baron ( tomkins 71) Broad, ruffle 

influence. Good stalks, low bud count. 
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l 83) Peach pink with amber shoulders and 
Nice stalks. (Dante's Inferno sib X Summ~r 

$ 4.00 

A fine violet on white plicata which is 
1d never grows out of class. Completely 
ld be more popular. Spring, summer and 
n Spy X Double Majesty) CA,NE,TX,VA. $ 3.00 

72) Medium blue standards, medium violet 
l happily it reblooms any time of the year. 
roportioned of this group. (Fair Enough 
e Cloth. CA,NE,VA.B.C. $ 3.00 

11TB 
led, Bloom With TB and are Much Smaller 

16-25" Tall 

86) A small, medium yellow with thin stalks 
h may rebloom several times each season 
cl X Autumn Orangelite. CA,NE,NJ,VA $ 3.00 

TB 
f8" or More Tall, Latest to Bloom 
kelman 70) Narrow, medium apricot self. 

$ 3.00 
85) Broad petals of smooth apricot-orange 
,VA $10.00 

ard 89) A dark maroon with rusty brown 
d hafts and a lavender blaze at the tip 

f

tested in this climate. AZ $20.00 
n 88) A big apricot flower on well branched 
spring, fall, and sometimes summer as well. 
VA $20.00 
r 86) A dark violet self that blooms regular
j~nd usually reblooms mid summer too. Has 

I
t stalks and bud count are excellent. CA, 

$12.00 

r 

75) Yellow ground plicata edged red-brown. 
$ 3.00 

rr 77) White edged bright purple. Outstanding 
and fall. CA,CO,KY,MD,TX,VA,B.C., Holland. 

$ 3.00 
A large, ruffled, broad mid-blue of excel

rbloom and skips some years.CA,TX $ 3.00 
~8) Near white standards with slight flush 
clrib, rosy medium violet falls with a few 
stalks and bud count and very dependable 

fall bloom. 
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Tends to overbloom leaving 
$20.00 

*** Bel vi Queen ( Jensen 76) A rather narrow flower of white tinted 
cream, bordered with cinnamon speckles. This is a most faithful 
rebloomer and often gives midsummer stalks as well. Probably 
one of the most dependable rebloomers for the whole country 
but of old fashioned flower form. CA,CO,IL,IN,NE,OH,TX,VA,WI, 
Holland $ 3.00 

** Best Bet (Schreiners 88) A gorgeous flower of broad petals, 
light ruffle and personality. Standards are light blue, falls 
a deep blue with violet influence. It has flowered spring and 
two successive falls and this year, produced one summer stalk 
as well. Limited stock. CA,NE,OK,OR,WA $20.00 

* Bethany Claire (Zurbrigg 85) Mid-blue of outstanding stalks, 
good bud count. Flowers are a bit narrow. Fall bloom may 

. miss some years and comes very late here. CA,TX,VA $10.00 
** Billionaire (Byers 87) A bright yellow with darker golden beards, 

this is dependable spring and fall. Fall bloom is early enough 
for all sun belt and west coast states, probably for areas 
farther north as well. CA,TX,VA $15.00 

*** Blazing Sunrise (Black 85) Nearly white standards with slight 
tint of rose on first opening, falls a rose pink with apricot 
undertones. Good flowers with stalks having modest branching. 
For us, it took a couple years to establish before reblooming 
and now produces flowers periodically spring, summer and fall. 
CA,OK $ 8.00 

* Breakers ( Schreiners 86) A sporadic and unpredictable rebloomer 
here which misses some years and then may bloom three times 
other years, this is a top quality medium blue flower with 
broad petals, ruffles, fine form and substance and excellent 
stalks. AZ,CA,CO,OR,WA $10.00 

** Brother Carl (Zurbrigg 83) A warm white with well branched stalks. 
Fairly early fall bloom. AR,AZ,CA,OR,UT,TX,VA, England $ 4.00 

Buckwheat (Byers 89) Described as creamy straw to light yellow 
standards with ecru influence and yellowish falls with greenish 
ecru tones and brown lines at hafts. 
and bud count. Rebloom untested here. CA 

Fine stalks, branching 
$25.00 

** Burnt Offering (Moores 75) Dark maroon bitone of late fall rebloom. 
CA,TX $3.00 

** Cayenne Capers (J. Gibson 59) An all time classic rebloomer. 
This is a dark ember red plicata which rebloom rather late 
fall but never misses here. AL,CA,KY,MO,MS,NE,OK,OR,TX,VA, 
Holland. $ 3.00 

* Cease Fire (Roberts 80) A cold white of very broad, 
petals. Late rebloom and misses some years. AZ,CA 

** Ch88')agne Elegance (Niswonger 87) Champagne standards, 
pink falls, both with lots of ruffles. Good stalks both 
and fall. CA,MO,NE 

ruffled 
$ 4.00 
muted 

spring 
$15.00 

* Cloud Baron (tomkins 71) Broad, ruffled mid-blue without lavender 
influence. Good stalks, low bud count. AZ,CA,OR,TX,VA,WA 
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** Color Watch (Innerst 87) Golden Tan standards, falls with heavy 
plicata banding of dark red-brown on a white background. CA,PA,VA 

$20.00 

** Coral 
When 
fall 

Charmer (H. Wright 83) Medium sized coral pink-apricot. 
established it may scatter blooms in summer plus good 
bloom. Rather narrow of parts. CA,OH,TX,VA,B.C.,Holland 

$ 4.00 
** Corn Harvest (Wyatt 77) Ruffled, medium yellow. Dependable 

* 

rebloom sometimes beginning in mid-summer. 
NE,OH,SC,TX,VA,WA,WI 

CA,CO,IL,KY,ME,MO, 
$ 3.00 

Curtain Up (Byers BB) A medley of pastels, this is cream and 
palest blue blended into what appear as muted cream flowers 
in the garden. Excellent flowers in breadth, substance and 
form on outstanding stalks of 3-4 branches spring and fall 
this year. Exceptional vigor. CA,WA $18.00 

*** Dante's Inferno (Moores 79) Golden bronze standards, velvety 
burgundyfall nicely ruffled; big flower. Some summer bloom, 
dependable fall rebloom here. CA,TX,Holland $ 3.00 

** De~iderata ( Moores Bl) Broad, very pale blue fading to white. 
Tends to rebloom abundantly in fall, occasionally in summer. 
CA,KY,MS,TX,UT,VA, Holland $ 4.00 

** Dime Spot (Moores 85) Big, bright, ruffled medium yellow with 
white spot near ends of the beards. CA,MS,NM,TN,TX,WA $10.00 

*** Dorcas Lives Again ( B. Miller 84) Although rather modest size, 
this flower, between lavender and orchid, is almost an everbloomer 
here. Good stalks with 7 buds. AL,CA,CO,NM, Holland $ 5.00 

** Double Praise (Hamner 76) Apricot-orange of nice, broad petals. 
Dependable. CA,TX, England $ 3.00 

** Double Time (Hager 84) Violet standards, white falls edged violet. 
Fall rebloom is rather late. CA,TN,WA $ 5.00 

** Drifting Confetti (Moores 86) A plicata of dark maroon to red-brown 
marking on a background of ' ivory to creamy yellow. Flowers 
very broad, ruffled and on very good stalks. Rebloom is rather 
late. CA,TX $15.00 

** Earl of Essex (Zurbrigg 79) This is an outstanding flower of 
broad, ruffled form. The color is white edged with stitching 
of medium blue-violet. Stalks are a bit short but rebloom 
is quite dependable. AZ,CA,IL,MS,NE,OH,TX,VA,WA,WI, Holland$ 3.00 

** Earl of Leicester (Zurbrigg 79) A big flower of blue-white stand
ards and white falls edged violet. Beautifully ruffled on 
well branched stalks. Rebloom is early enough for west coast, 
sun belt states and adjacent areas. Overlooked. AZ,CA,TX,VA 

$ 4.00 
** Emma Louisa (Buckles 69) Lavender-blue standards, plum violet 

falls. May skip a fall bloom occasionally but striking contrast 
in flower color on very good stalks is worth the wait. CA, DE, MD, 
MO,OR,NJ,TX,VA $ 3.00 

** Etched Burgundy ( T. Garrison 71) Plicata of almost solid burgundy 
with white spot in center of falls. CA,TX $ 3.00 
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*** Eternal Bliss (Byers 88 ) From a shor 
but standards are palest violet with 
beards. Good spring and fall bloom 
summer too. Broad, ruffled flowers on 

* Eternal Waltz (H. Danielson 89) A vig~I' 
with four branches and up to 11 
of light lavender with slightly se 
flower form, long bloom in this, J 

increase. CA,NE,NM 
*** Feed Back (Hager 83) Smooth, medium 

and almost continuous rebloom here·
spr ing and fall. Should be in all 
MS,NE,NY,OH,OK,TN,TX,VA,WA, Holland 

* Foxy Lady (J. Nelson 87) Raspberry 
falls with lace and light ruffles. 
able for rebloom. CA,KS,KY 

** Garden Grace (Zurbrigg Bl) Red-viole 
branching both spring and fall and go 

*** Glacier King (Carson 86) Palest ic 
A little narrow and with thin subs 
branching, high bud count and nean 
recommended. Should be in every 
exhuberant production of rebloom 
fertility. CA,OR,VA,B.C. 

** Glowing Seraphim (B. Miller 87) A fine, 
glow in the center of the flower. 
bud count and blooms early enough i 

areas of the country. AL,CA,WA 
** Gold Burst (Palmer BO) A white flo 

deep golden yellow in the center J 
short and branching modest but nothl 
for color. CA,KS,KY,NM,OK,UT, Hollan 

** Gold Reprise (Moores 88) A deep gal 
petal width on outstanding stalks 
count are borne spring and ·fall, and 
too. CA,MS,TX 

** Goliath's Hate (Zurbrigg 71) Standards 
white, falls violet. Rebloom is 
CA,NE,TX,VA 

* Grace Thomas ( Zurbr igg 82) A hea 
Reblooms rather late and misses so 
England. 

** Grape Adventure (F. Jones 86) Grape 
traits. Rebloomed four months during 

* Grenandine Pacesetter (H. Holk 83) Dai 
that reblooms rather late here. 
bud count. CA, Canada 
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87) Golden Tan standards, falls with heavy 
ark red-brown on a white background. CA,PA,VA 

$20.00 
right 83) Medium sized coral pink-apricot. 
t may scatter blooms in summer plus good 
r narrow of parts. CA,OH,TX,VA,B.C.,Holland 

$ 4.00 
77) Ruffled, medium yellow. Dependable 

beginning in mid-summer. CA,CO,IL,KY,ME,MO, 
$ 3.00 

B) A medley of pastels, this is cream and 
d into what appear as muted cream flowers 
xcellent flowers in breadth, substance and 
g stalks of 3-4 branches spring and fall 

,nal vigor. CA,WA $18.00 
79) Golden bronze standards, velvety 

oom here. 
l) Broad, 

big flower. Some summer bloom, 
CA,TX,Holland $ 3.00 
very pale blue fading to white. 

in fall, occasionally in summer. 
olland $ 4.00 

BS) Big, bright, ruffled medium yellow with 
· of the beards. CA,MS,NM, TN, TX,WA $10.00 
(B. Miller 84) Although rather modest size, 
lavender and orchid, is almost an everbloomer 

ith 7 buds. AL,CA,CO,NM, Holland $ 5.00 
•r 76) Apricot-orange of nice, broad petals. 
England $ 3.00 
) Violet standards, white falls edged violet. 

er late. CA,TN,WA $ 5.00 
ores 86) A plicata of dark maroon to red-brown 
,round of ' ivory to creamy yellow. Flowers 

and on very good stalks. Rebloom is rather 

$15.00 
rigg 79) This is an outstanding flower of 

The color is white edged with stitching 
let. Stalks are a bit short but rebloom 
AZ,CA,IL,MS,NE,OH,TX,VA,WA,WI, Holland$ 3.00 
rbrigg 79) A big flower of blue-white stand-
ls edged violet. Beautifully ruffled on 

Rebloom is early enough for west coast, 
AZ,CA,TX,VA d adjacent areas. Overlooked. 

$ 4.00 
s 69) Lavender-blue standards, plum violet 
fall bloom occasionally but striking contrast 
ery good stalks is worth the wait. CA,DE,MD, 

$ 3.00 
larrison 71) Plicata of almost solid burgundy 
,nter of falls. CA, TX $ 3.00 
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*** Eternal Bliss (Byers 88) From a short distance counts as white 
but standards are palest violet with near white falls, tangerine 
beards. Good spring and fall bloom and, for us, some in the 
summer too. Broad, ruffled flowers on good stalks. CA,NE,WA$18.00 

* Eternal Waltz (H. Danielson 89) A vigorous, tall, straight stalk 
with four branches and up to 11 buds. produces fine flowers 
of light lavender with slightly serrated petal edges. Good 
flower form, long bloom in this, its first fall and lots of 
increase. CA,NE,NM $25.00 

*** Feed Back (Hager 83) Smooth, medium blue-violet of fine form 
and almost continuous rebloom here. - Good stalks and bud count 

* 

Should be in all collections. AZ,CA,CO,KY, spring and fall. 
MS,NE,NY,OH,OK,TN,TX,VA,WA, Holland 

Foxy Lady (J. Nelson 87) Raspberry 
falls with lace and light ruffles. 
able for rebloom. CA,KS,KY 

pink standards, 
Rapid increase. 

$ 4.00 

** Garden Grace (Zurbrigg 81) Red-violet on white 
branching both spring and fall and good rebloom. 

clear pink 
Not depend

$15.00 
plicata. Nice 
CA,VA, Holland. 

$ 4.00 

*** 

** 

Glacier King (Carson 86) Palest ice blue with yellow beards. 
A little narrow and with thin substance but fine stalks, good 
branching, high bud count and nearly everbloom it is highly 
recommended. Should be in every breeders garden because of 
exhuberant production of rebloom in offspring and complete 
fertility. CA,OR,VA,B.C. $ 5.00 

Glowing Seraphim (B. Miller 87) A fine, broad white with a primrose 
glow in the center of the flower. This has fair stalks and 
bud count and blooms early enough in fall to be useful in many 
areas of the country. AL,CA,WA $10.00 

** Gold Burst (Palmer 80) A white flower with an outpouring of 
deep golden yellow in the center of the flower. Stalks are 
short and branching modest but nothing else is quite like this 
for color. CA,KS,KY,NM,OK,UT, Holland $ 6.00 

** Gold Reprise (Moores 88) A deep golden yellow flower of modest 
petal width on outstanding stalks of good branching and bud 
count are borne spring and "fall, and this year during the summer 
too. CA,MS, TX $20.00 

** Goliath's Hate (Zurbrigg 71) Standards very pale lavender, nearly 
Rebloom is dependable but a bit late. 

$ 3.00 

* 

white, falls violet. 
CA,NE,TX,VA 

Grace Thomas (Zurbrigg 82) A heavily fluted 
Reblooms rather late and misses some years. 
England. 

medium yellow. 
CA,IA,NE,VA,WA, 

$ 5.00 
** Grape Adventure (F. Jones 86) Grape purple with strong rebloom 

traits. Rebloomed four months during 1989. CA,NE,NJ,VA. $12.00 
* Grenandine Pacesetter (H. Holk 83) Dark burgundy on white plicata 

that reblooms rather late here. Fine flower, branching and 
bud count. CA, Canada $ 5.00 
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*** 

Hallowed Thought (Zurbrigg 72) Very pale violet amoena. Can 
rebloom summer and fall some years. CA,NE,TX,VA,B.C., Holland 

$ 3.00 
Harvest of Memories ( Zurbrigg 85) A medium yellow of outstanding 
branching and bud count that tends to rebloom both summer and 
fall for us. Exceptionally vigorous and rapid increase. CA, 
OH,DK,NE,UT,TX,VA $10.00 

Heavenly Bliss (Byers 89) A broad white with bright tangerine 
tipped beards. Untested for rebloom here yet. CA $25.00 

** High Ho Silver (Byers 89) Big off-white flowers on excellent 
stalks. 
CA 

Reblooms regularly in fall and sometimes in summer. 
$30.00 

His Royal Highness (Byers 89) A medium purple bitone with violet 
beards on good stalks. Rebloom untested here as yet. CA $25.00 

Holy Night (K. Mohr 83) Deep, dark purple with ruffles on good 
stalks. Untested for rebloom here. MS,TX,VA $10.00 

** I Do (Zurbrigg 77) Clean white of short stalks and average bud 
count, this has proven a good parent. Dependable rebloom. 
CA,IA,NE,OH,OR,TX,VA $ 3.00 

*** Immortality (Zurbrigg 82) Floriferous, short white of flaring 
formand nearly an everbloomer here. Best after well established 
in a given climate. AL,CA,IA,KY,MO,NE,OH,OK,DR,TX,VA,WA,WI, 
Holland $ 4.00 

** Invitation (Schreiners 82) An apricot near-amoena with good 
branching and bud count, rather narrow hafts, but good rebloom 
early. CA,KS,NE,DR,WA, Holland $ 4.00 

* Jasper Walls (B. Miller 76) A red-brown self which sometimes 

*** 

** 

reblooms. CA,NM,TX 
Jean Guymer (Zurbrigg 77) 
reblooms both summer and 
Region 8. 

Jennifer Rebecca (Zurbrigg 

$ 3.00 
Dependable apricot that sometimes 

fall. CA,IL,KY,MD,MO,NE,OH,OR,TX,WV, 
$ 3.00 

85) A beautiful rose pink of modern 
form, branching and bud count. Nicely ruffled, broad flowers. 
Limited stock. CA,MD,MD,DR,VA $20.00 

** Las Vegas (Byers 89) Creamy tan standards, falls light yellow 
modestly stippled and edged with red violet. Nice stalks and 
does rebloom here early enough in fall. CA 

** Late Lilac (Niswonger 74) Medium size orchid-lilac 
the earliest and most dependable to rebloom. 
Holland 

$30.00 
flower among 
CA,NE,TX,VA, 

$ 4.00 
** Latest Style (Zurbrigg 79) White standards, falls flushed violet 

with heavier color in the center of falls. Quite dependable 
here. CA,IL,MO,OH,DR,TX,VA,WI $ 3.00 

** Lemon Duet (R.G. Smith 78) Standards cream white, falls edged 
thinly with lemon and hafts are lemon. Dependable, early rebloom 
with good quality flowers. CA,IL,DH,TX,WI, Holland $ 3.00 
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** Lemon Reflection (R.G. Smith 78) Smoot 
with good stalks, early rebloom for 
CA,IL,KY,OH,DR,TX,WI 

Light Beam (Blyth 85/86) A yellow 
shows its plicata heritage by having s 
to gold around the haft. Very brillian 
powers in the garden. 
on excellent stalks. 
CA 

Flowers are 
Has not reblc 

* Habel Andrews ( Zurbr igg 83) A broad, 
tints. Modest stem height and ve 
in an occasional year. CA,VA, England 

** Hagie Memories (T.C. Clark-Nichols I 
with gold beards, good branching and 
TX,VA 

** Maiden (Byers 88) We predict great po 
are broad, flaring, ruffled in brig 
well branched stalks. Blooms spri 
mid-summer. CA 

Halaguena (Ghio 84) A pretty, medium 
only once for us in midsummer. CA,DK, 

* Hany Happy Returns ( Hager 88) A prom· 
violet flowers on good stalks, this 
us but has for others in the area. CA, 

Midnight Pacific (F. Foster 88) A dee 
in coastal California but not here yet 

*** Misty T•ilight (Byers 88) Palest blu 
from a short distance, this has broad~ 
borne on good stalks with 7-8 bu 
in summer and faithfully over a long pe 

Mother Earth ( Hager 88) This differe 
standards, lavender falls of good 
Although it has not rebloomed for 
others in this climate. Limited stock 

* Mulberry Hist ( Burch 78) A pretty 
often reblooms late fall here. CA,MD, 

** NaN and Later (Zurbrigg 77) Salmon se 
tablished well. CA,NE,DH,DR,TX,VA, Ho] 

Ocean Pacific (Ghio 88) A broad and 
blue that has rebloomed in coastal 
climate. CA 

** Orange Harvest (B. Jones 88) Beautifu 
substance and light ruffle borne DI 

and fall. Limited stock. CA,OR,WA 
** Pepper Blend (Moores 77) Rust red 

Fine flower form and dependable late 

England 
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brigg 72) Very pale violet amoena. Can 
fall some years. CA,NE,TX,VA,B.C., Holland 

$ 3.00 
Zurbrigg 85) A medium yellow of outstanding 
unt that tends to rebloom both summer and 
ionally vigorous and rapid increase. CA, 

$10.00 
89) A broad white with bright tangerine 

ed for rebloom here yet. CA $25.00 
s 89) Big off-white flowers on excellent 
gularly in fall and sometimes· in summer. 

$30.00 
ers 89) A medium purple bitone with violet 

Rebloom untested here as yet. CA $25.00 
) Deep, dark purple with ruffles on good 

rebloom here. MS,TX,VA $10.00 
ean white of short stalks and average bud 
ven a good parent. Dependable rebloom. 

$ 3.00 
82) Floriferous, short white of flaring 

rbloomer here. Best after well established 
AL,CA,IA,KY,MO,NE,OH,OK,OR,TX,VA,WA,WI, 

$ 4.00 
82) An apricot near-amoena with good 

unt, rather 
Holland 

narrow hafts, but good rebloom 
$ 4.00 

er 76) A red-brown self which sometimes 
$ 3.00 

77) Dependable apricot that sometimes 
and fall. CA,IL,KY,MD,MO,NE,OH,OR, TX,WV, 

$ 3.00 
rigg 85) A 
ud count. 

MO,DR,VA 

beautiful rose pink of modern 
Nicely ruffled, broad flowers. 

$20.00 
Creamy tan standards, falls light yellow 
edged with red violet. Nice stalks and 

y enough in fall. CA $30.00 
74) Medium size orchid-lilac flower among 
st dependable to rebloom. CA,NE,TX,VA, 

$ 4.00 
79) White standards, falls flushed violet 

'n the center of 
TX,VA,WI 

falls. Quite dependable 
$ 3.00 

h 78) Standards cream white, falls edged 
hafts are lemon. Dependable, early rebloom 

ers. CA,IL,OH,TX,WI, Holland $ 3.00 
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** Lemon Reflection ( R. G. Smith 78) Smooth, well-formed lemon yellow 
with good stalks, early 
CA,IL,KY,DH,OR,TX,WI 

Light Beam (Blyth 85/86) 

rebloom for shorter growing seasons. 
$ 3.00 

A 

shows its plicata heritage by 
to gold around the haft. Very 

yellow and white confection that 
having speckles of yellow deepening 
brilliant with outstanding carrying 

powers in the garden. 
on excellent stalks. 
CA 

Flowers are broad, ruffled and borne 
Has not rebloomed in this garden yet. 

$10.00 
* Habel Andrews ( Zurbr igg 83) A broad, deep pink with some blue 

tints. Modest stem height and very late fall rebloom here 
in an occasional year. CA,VA, England $ 5.00 

** Hagie Hemories (T.C. Clark-Nichols 73) Ruffled, bright yellow 
with gold beards, good branching and early fall rebloom. CA,DH, 
TX,VA $ 3.00 

** Maiden (Byers 88) We predict great popularity for this. Flowers 
are broad, flaring, ruffled in bright pinkish apricot on very 
well branched stalks. Blooms spring and fall and sometimes 
mid-summer. CA 15.00 

Halaguena (Ghio 84) A pretty, medium orange that has rebloomed 
only once for us in midsummer. CA,DK,VA,WA $ 6.00 

* Many Happy Returns (Hager 88) A promising plant of medium rosy 
violet flowers on good stalks, this has not yet rebloomed for 
us but has for others in the area. CA,WA $20.00 

Midnight Pacific (F. Foster 88) A deep violet that has rebloomed 
in coastal California but not here yet. CA $15.00 

*** Misty Twilight (Byers 88) Palest blue-white that appears white 
from a short distance, this has broad petals, ruffled and starched 
borne on good stalks with 7-8 buds. Reblooms occasionally 
in summer and faithfully over a long period in fall. CA,WA $18.00 

Mother Earth (Hager 88) This different flower has creamy ivory 
standards, lavender falls of good breadth on fine stalks. 
Although it has not rebloomed for us this year, it has for 
others in this climate. Limited stock. CA $18.00 

* Mulberry Hist (Burch 78) A pretty medium mulberry violet that 
often reblooms late fall here. CA,MO,TX,VA $ 3.00 

** Now and Later ( Zurbrigg 77) Salmon self that reblooms when es-
tablished well. CA,NE,DH,DR,TX,VA, Holland $ 3.00 

Ocean Pacific (Ghio 88) A broad and gloriously ruffled medium 
blue that has rebloomed in coastal California but not in this 
climate. CA $25.00 

** Orange Harvest (B. Jones 88) Beautiful, bright orange with heavy 
substance and light ruffle borne on good stalks both spring 
and fall. Limited stock. CA,OR,WA $20.00 

** Pepper Blend (Moores 77) Rust red plicata on white ground. 
Fine flower form and dependable late rebloom. CA,MS,OR, TX,VA, 
England $ 4.00 
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Perfune Counter (Zurbrigg 72) Medium blue-violet self of modest 
width. Good stalks and nicely fragrant. CA,TX,VA,WI $ 3.00 

Pharoah's Dream (B. Miller 79) Standards coppery roan, falls 
copper tan deepening to red brown. Reminds one of the older 
Dykes Medal winner, Prairie Sunset for glowing color. A bit 
narrow but one of our most dependable for rebloom and the only 
one of this color. CA,NM, Holland $ 3.00 

Pink Attraction ( E. Hall 88) A pretty, broad pink flower with 
some blue influence borne on stalks just tall enough to be 
TB. Blooms regularly spring and fall here. CA,KY,DH,VA $15.00 

Pinkness (Byers 89) · A smooth pink of good intensity borne on 
nice stalks. Regular fall rebloom. CA $25.00 

Purple of Tyre (B. Miller 86) A shorter TB with faithful spring 
and fall rebloom. Rebloom is abundant and sometimes begins 
mid-summer. Electric purple glows from afar. AL,CA,B.C. $ 7.50 

Queen Dorothy (E. Hall 84) A blue violet on white plicata, this 
is nearly an everbloomer if plants do not become too crowded 
and overgrown. Rather short stems. CA,IA,IL,NE,DH,OR,VA,WI$ 4.00 

Radiant Angel (B. Miller 88) A good size flower of warm white 
on stalks that are rather short. Rebloom most years comes 
very late in fall. AL,CA $12.00 

Ravenwood (Lowry 71) Classic deep purple of great smoothness. 
Fall rebloom comes rather late but sometimes can produce a 
summer stalk too. Dependable. CA,NE,TX $ 3.00 

Reiterate (B. Williamson 88) This is a big, raspberry pink with 
a hint of yellow in the background. Stalks are well branched 
and sturdy bearing 8-9 flowers. Alas, no rebloom for us as 
yet. CA $15.00 

** Remember Spring (Hager 85) Nice light lavender flower with tan
gerine beards, good stalks and dependable fall rebloom. It should 
be more widely grown. CA,WA $10.00 

** Returning Peace (R.G. Smith 74) White flowers with tangerine 

** 

* 

* 

beards. Almost always reblooms but may be a bit late some 
falls. CA,IN,OH,TX $ 3.00 

Sarah's laughter (B. Miller 88) This big, medium yellow on show 
stalks is fine for the spring garden and is said to rebloom 
late. No rebloom here to date. AL $12.00 

Second Look (Muhlstein 70) Peach pink. Dependable rebloom but 
rather narrow flowers. CA,TX,UT, Holland $ 3.00 

Second Show (Byers 87) A light lemon yellow flower of broad 
petals, fine form, and beards ending in prominent curved horns. 
Stalks are sturdy, beautifully branched and carry 9 buds. 
Rebloom comes very late autumn to Christmas time here. CA $12.00 

Shoot The Hoon (Byers 87) A creamy yellow flower with gold beards 
ending in pronounced horns. Good stalks but rebloom is very 
late here, between Thanksgiving and Christmas. CA,VA $12.00 
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Sign of Leo (Zurbrigg 76) A medium 
haft marks, this is a regular fall 1 
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on petal edges with yellow. Heavy, 
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rebloom in fall. AZ,CA,DK,TX,VA 

Spyglass Hill ( R. Gibson 82) Mut 
but with falls bordered purple. 
for rebloom. CA, TX~ Holland 

Square Dance (K. Mohr 79) A very 
heavily bordered dark violet. T 

established clumps. CA 
Starship (Byers 89) Silvery white 
bearing prominent violet horns at 
fall rebloom is untested here. CA 

** Stellar Lights (Aitken 86) Outstan 
self with stellar light flash neai 
early summer here, in fall in sun bel 

** Stepping Proud (H. Danielson 85) 

with gold beards borne on excelle 
bit narrow but rebloom is very 
mid-summer. CA,NM 

Stingray (Byers 89) A medium blue
long horns at ends of the beards. 
CA 

*** Sugar Blues (Zurbrigg 84) Wisteria ~ 

this reblooms mid-summer and fall 
are well branched but flowers a bi 

*** SUPlller Holidays (Zurbrigg 79) A mE 
size flowers, vigorous plants and 
often mid-summer as well. CA,NE,VA, 

SUP111er Luxury (E. Smith 73) A fine wh 
its rebloom during mid-summer but 

** 

** 
CA 

SUPlller Olyq>ics (R.G. Smith 76) V 
well formed and ruffled light Y, 

Good stalks. CA,IL,IN,KY,MD,DH,VA,WI 
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** Sign of Leo (Zurbrigg 76) A medium red-violet bitone with some 
haft marks, this is a regular fall rebloomer here. CA,IL,OH, TX, 
VA, B.C, Holland $ 3.00 

Sky Queen (Craig 62) A big, blue flower with hints of lavender, 
this never fails to rebloom in this climate. Outstanding branch
ing and bud count. CA,OH,OR,TX,VA,B.C., Holland $ 3.00 

Soft Halo (Moores 83) A very fine, large flower of broad petals 

* 

* 

** 

* 

* 

* 

** 

** 

and excellent form, this is a pretty warm white softly banded 
on petal edges with yellow. Heavy, waxy substance makes flowers 
last. CA,MS,TN,TX $ 6.00 

of Fiji (Zurbrigg 85) A big, ruffled and well formed 
yellow produced on rather short stalks. CA,OH,VA $12.00 
of Meq>his ( Zurbrigg 77) Ruffled full yellow with a few 

brown haft marks borne on excellent stalks. Sometimes misses 

Spirit 
light 

Spirit 

rebloom in fall. AZ,CA,OK,TX,VA $ 3.00 
Spyglass Hill ( R. Gibson 82) Muted tan standards and falls 
but with falls bordered purple. Not vigorous nor dependable 
for rebloom. CA, TX, Holland $ 4.00 

Square Dance (K. Mohr 79) A very broad, clean white plicata 
heavily bordered dark violet. Tends to rebloom winters on 
established clumps. CA $ 3.00 

Starship (Byers 89) Silvery white with golden yellow beards 
bearing prominent violet horns at the end of beards. Late 
fall rebloom is untested here. CA $30.00 

Stellar Lights (Aitken 86) Outstanding bloom of medium blue 
self with stellar light flash near tip of beards. Reblooms 
early summer here, in fall in sun belt states. CA,MS,OR,WA $10.00 

Stepping Proud (H. Danielson 85) This is a violet-blue self 
with gold beards borne on excellent stalks. Flowers are a 
bit narrow but rebloom is very dependable and often starts 
mid-summer. CA,NM $ 7.00 

Stingray (Byers 89) A medium blue-violet bitone with prominent 
long horns at ends of the beards. Untested for rebloom here. 
CA $30.00 

*** Sugar Blues (Zurbrigg 84) Wisteria blue self with white beards, 
this reblooms mid-summer and fall for us regularly. Stalks 
are well branched but flowers a bit narrow. CA,MO,OH, TX, VA,WA 

$ 6.00 
*** Summer Holidays (Zurbrigg 79) A medium blue-violet of modes t 

size flowers, vigorous plants and lots of rebloom in fall and 
often mid-summer as well. CA,NE,VA, Holland $ 3.00 

** Summer Luxury (E. Smith 73) A fine white with red beards producing 

** 

its rebloom during mid-summer but not fall. 
CA 

Limited stock. 
$ 5.00 

Summer 
well 
Good 

Oly8')ics (R.G. Smith 76) Very faithful rebloomer with 
formed and ruffled light yellow, luminescent flowers. 

stalks. CA,IL,IN,KY,MO,OH,VA,Wl $ 3.00 
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** Sunner Sunshine (J. Gibson 71) 
almost always reblooms here but 
CA,DK 

This yellow and brown plicata 
apparently not many other places. 

$ 3.00 
* Sweet Reflection (Maryott 88) Flower of near-white standards 

lightly tinted violet and falls dark red-violet bordered with 
color of standards. Tried to rebloom late last year. CA $18.00 

Tennison Ridge (Begley 89) A beautiful, ruffled plicata of white 
edged rosy burgundy. Nicely branched. Rebloom not yet tested 
here. Limited stock. CA. $30.00 

Twice Delightful (Innerst 89) A new light blue with tangerine 
beards and good stalks. Said to be very vigorous and with 
late fall rebloom. Untested here as yet. CA $20.00 

* Varga Girl (Monroe 86) Pale pink with blue tints and heavy 
substance. Blooms spring and some falls here. CA $12.00 

* Violet Classic (Zurbrigg 79) Broad, well-formed medium violet 
that sometimes reblooms quite late. CA,NC,TX,VA $ 3.00 

*** Violet Returns (E. Hall 88) A dark violet flower with a few 
haft marks, this has fine, well-branched stalks and good bud 
count. Blooms spring, summer, and throughout fall. Last summer 
it rebloomed 13 weeks. Could be a bit broader but rebloom 
is outstanding. CA,OH,OR,VA $15.00 

** Waltz Across Texas (Moores 88) A nice medium to light yellow 
gradually paling toward center of falls to near white, this 
has lots of ruffles. Summer stalks are short and early fall 
stalks had bunched flowers. Later fall stalks were fine. 
CA,TX $18.00 

** l!hite Reprise (Moores 86) A huge, broad petalled, ruffled white 
on good stalks that has been quite dependable for us. CA,TX$12.00 

** Witch of Endor (B. Miller 75) Dark red bitone that reblooms 
late but rarely misses here. AL,CA,NM,TX,VA, Holland $ 3.00 

* Yellow Reprise (Moores 78) A full yellow self with light lacing, 
this has not been dependable for rebloom here. CA,TX $ 3.00 

Yesterday (Lineberger 88) A smoky lavender from the southeast 
of the country. Plants are very vigorous but rebloom is untested 
here as yet. SC $18.00 

SEE OUR COLOR AD IN THE APRIL 1990 ISSUE OF AIS BULLETIN 

BE A WINNER - - - TWICE 

Anyone winning best specimen award at an AIS sponsored 

show with any Rialto Gardens introduction will receive 

free a choice of any one of our 1990 introductions 

if written notice of the show place and date is sent 

before the end of June. 
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GLOSSARY or TERMS USED IN m 

General Terms 

Remontant - any Iris blooming more than 

Rhizome - an enlarged and tuberous, 
or just below the soil surface 

Flower Parts 

Standards the three upper petals, erect 

the three lower petals sp 
hanging 

Beard - a showy line of hairs near 
into the heart of the flower 

Haft - the basal 1/3 of the fall 
sometimes called shoulder 

Color Patterns 

Amoena - white standards, colored fall 

Bicolor - standards a different hue th 

Bitone - standards and falls diffe 

Plicata - petals of a light colore 
yellow or peachy pink, stippl 
color 

Self - all petals of the flower, s 

color 

Variegate - yellow standards, blue, 
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GLOSSARY Of TERMS USED IN DESCRIBING PLANTS 

General Terms 

Remontant - any Iris blooming more than once in a single season 

Rhizome - an enlarged and tuberous, modified stem creeping at 

or just below the soil surface 

flower Parts 

Standards the three upper petals, erect or arching 

the three lower petals spreading from horizontal to 

hanging 

Beard - a showy line of hairs near the base of the falls leading 

into the heart of the flower 

Haft - the basal 1/3 of the fall on either side of the beard, 

sometimes called shoulder 

Color Patterns 

Amoena - white standards, colored falls 

Bicolor - standards a different hue than falls 

Bit one - standards and falls different shade of the same hue 

Plicata - petals of a light colored background, usually white, 

yellow or peachy pink, stippled or edged with a darker 

color 

Self - all petals of the flower, standards and falls, the same 

color 

Variegata - yellow standards, blue, violet, or burgundy falls 
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